The correlations of the crust-core transition density and pressure in neutron stars with the slope of the symmetry energy and the neutron skin thickness are investigated, using different families of relativistic mean field parametrizations with constant couplings and non-linear terms mixing the σ, ω and ρ-meson fields. It is shown that the modification of the density dependence of the symmetry energy, involving the σ or the ω meson, gives rise to different behaviors: the effect of the ω-meson may also be reproduced within non-relativistic phenomenological models, while the effect of the σ-meson is essentially relativistic. Depending on the parametrization with σ −ρ or ω −ρ mixing terms, different values of the slope of the symmetry energy at saturation must be considered in order to obtain a neutron matter equation of state compatible with results from chiral effective field theory. This difference leads to different pressures at the crust-core transition density. A linear correlation between the transition density and the symmetry energy slope or the neutron skin thickness of the 208 Pb nucleus is obtained, only when the ω-meson is used to describe the density dependence of the symmetry energy. A comparison is made between the crust-core transition properties of neutron stars obtained by three different methods, the Relativistic Random Phase Approximation (RRPA), the Vlasov equation and Thermodynamical method. It is shown that the RRPA and the Vlasov methods predict similar transition densities for pne β-equilibrium stellar matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Neutron stars (NS), with their extreme properties, like very high densities and pressures, are an obvious laboratory to study nuclear physics, as they are a window into the microscopic properties of nuclear matter at extreme isospin asymmetries [1] . The properties of asymmetric nuclear systems have also been studied in terrestrial laboratories for the past years [2, 3] , but many aspects have still to rely on theoretical models. Constraints on the behaviour of the symmetry energy above nuclear saturation density have been coming from experiments with new neutron-rich radioactive beams, and in relativistic heavy-ion collisions, giant monopole resonances [4] , isobaric analogue states [5] or meson production (pions [6] , kaons [7] ) in heavy ion collisions.
Correlations between different quantities in the bulk matter and finite nuclei were established, like the correlation between the pressure of neutron matter at ρ = 0.1 fm −3 and the neutron skin thickness of 208 Pb [8, 9] , the correlation between the crust-core transition density and the neutron skin thickness of 208 Pb [10] , the correlation between the slope L and the curvature K sym of the symmetry energy with the neutron skin thickness and the crust-core transition density in compact stars [11] . These correlations, together with terrestrial and observational constraints, will allow the construction of appropriate equations of state (EoS).
In Ref. [12] , it was shown that the glitches of Vela, which are thought to occur due to angular momentum transfer between the crust and the core, could be explained if at least 1.4% of the total moment of inertia of the star resides in the inner crust. Moreover, the same authors also showed that the crustal moment of inertia is sensitive to the pressure at the crust-core interface. Later, this mechanism was questioned because neutron entrainement would require that the inner crust contributes at least with 7% of the total star moment of inertia [13] . Entrainment seems to indicate that the crust is not enough to account for the observed glitches [14] . Recently, however, it was argued that uncertainties on the crust EoS are still large and the mechanism of glitches may be totally explained by the crust, if an appropriate EoS is considered, e.g. an EoS that predicts a large transition pressure [15] . This was possible by employing a family of EoS where the density dependence of the symmetry energy was accounted for, including in the Lagrangian density a term that mixes the ρ and the ω-mesons.
Non-linear meson terms have been included in the Lagrangian formulation of relativistic mean-field (RMF) models in order to modify the density dependence of the EoS, both isoscalar and the isovector channels [10, 16] . A different approach has been considered in [17] , where non-linear terms were avoided at the expense of the inclusion of density dependent couplings in the Lagrangian density. In [18] , the density dependence of the symmetry energy was described within an extended RMF model, including both self and mixed interaction terms involving the scalar-isoscalar, vector-isoscalar and vector-isovector mesons up to the quartic order. The parameters of the models were fitted to nuclear properties and the neutron thickness of the 208 Pb was allowed to vary in the range ∼ 0.20 − 0.24 fm.
An expansion of the energy density of a system of nucleons described within RMF in powers of the Fermi momentum shows that the σ-meson plays a special role in RMF models, giving rise to terms similar to many-body repulsive terms in non-relativistic models [19, 20] . In fact, saturation is attained in RMF due to the quenching of the σ-meson with density, while non-relativistic models have to introduce three-body repulsive interactions in order to describe saturation correctly. In Ref. [21] , the high density EoS of nuclear matter was modified using a mixed σ-ω term, and it has been shown that improvements were attained in the description of the binding energy systematics and the EoS for the dilute neutron matter, with respect to a simple quartic ω term. In the present study, we will investigate the effect of modificating the density dependence of the symmetry energy using a mixed σ-ρ term, instead of a ω-ρ as in [15] . σ-ρ mixed terms were first included in [10] , where a quartic term has been introduced in the Lagrangian density. In our study we consider, instead, a third order term ∼ σρ 2 .
In this work, we investigate the correlation between the transition density and pressure from the the inner crust to the core of neutron stars. We use three different methods, the RRPA method [22] , the Vlasov formalism [23] , and the thermodynamical method [21, [24] [25] [26] , at zero temperature and for β−equilibrium matter. We also investigate the effect of the contribution of the electrons, the Coulomb interaction and the non-linear ω−ρ coupling term. The paper is organized as follows. In Secs. II and III, we introduce the formalism used in this study, in Sec. IV, we present and discuss the results obtained and finally, in Sec. V, some conclusions are drawn.
II. MODEL FOR NEUTRON STAR MATTER
We use the relativistic non-linear Walecka model (NLWM) [27] in the mean-field approximation to study asymmetric nuclear and stellar matter at zero temperature. We consider a system of baryons with mass M , interacting with and through an isoscalar-scalar field σ with mass m σ , an isoscalar-vector field ω µ , with mass m ω , and an isovector-vector field ρ µ , with mass m ρ . When describing npe matter, we also include a system of electrons with mass m e . Protons and electrons interact through the electromagnetic field A µ . The Lagrangian density reads [21] :
Here, the Lagrangian L N M describes the linear interactions of the nucleons through the mesons exchange. The
where the sum is taken over the neutrons and protons, and τ are the isospin matrices. The electron Lagrangian is given by
and
with
The Lagrangian densities describing the free mesons and self interactions for σ, ω, and ρ mesons, respectively, can be written as
The ω µν , ρ µν are antisymmetric field tensors corresponding to the ω and ρ mesons. They are defined as
. The mixing nonlinear σ, ω, and ρ mesons are described by L σωρ ,
Of particular interest in the present work are the crosscoupling terms involving the ρ meson field, which contributes to the isovector part of the effective Lagrangian density, in addition to the usual linear couplings of the ρ meson to the nucleons. We shall mainly focus on the lowest order σ − ρ and ω − ρ cross-couplings whose strengths are determined by the values of η ρ and η 2ρ . The quartic order σ −ρ cross-coupling strength η 1ρ is set to zero. The values of η ρ or η 2ρ can be appropriately adjusted to yield wide variations in the density dependence of the sym-metry energy coefficient and the neutron skin thickness in heavy nuclei without affecting the other properties of finite nuclei [28] [29] [30] .
To study the role of the σ-ρ and ω-ρ mixing terms on the crust-core transition properties in neutron stars, we use two different families of RMF model F ρ and F 2ρ [18, 31] . The isovector part of the Lagrangian density for the F ρ (F 2ρ ) family is governed by the couplings g ρ and η ρ (η 2ρ ). The coupling η 1ρ is set to be zero for both the families. The different parametrizations of F ρ (F 2ρ ) families are obtained by varying appropriately the values of g ρ and η ρ (η 2ρ ). For a given value of η ρ (η 2ρ ), the value of g ρ is always adjusted to yield appropriate binding energy for the 208 Pb nucleus. Once the values of g ρ and η ρ or η 2ρ are known, the properties of the nuclear matter and the finite nuclei can be computed. The values of η ρ and η 2ρ are varied in the range of 0 − 12 and 0 − 60, respectively.
In Table I , we present the parameters that differ among the models as considered in the present work. The remaining parameters, which correspond to the isoscalar part of the Lagrangian density, and the masses of the σ, ω and ρ mesons are kept fixed to those for the BKA22 model [18] . The values of these parameters are g σ /(4π) = 0.8462, g ω /(4π) = 1.1089, k 3 = 1.55, k 4 = 2.13451, ζ 0 = 5.8253, η 1 = 0.1555, η 2 = 0.0697, and η 1ρ = 0. The masses for the ω, ρ and σ mesons are m ω = 782.5 MeV, m ρ = 770 MeV, and m σ = 497.8578 MeV. The nucleon mass is set to 939 MeV. Table I also shows the saturation properties, the neutron skin thickness of 208 Pb, and the crust-core transition densities, ρ trans , calculated within the Vlasov formalism, for β−equilibrium pne matter at T = 0 MeV, for all the models considered in the present work.
III. METHODS TO CALCULATE NS CRUST-CORE PROPERTIES
In the present section, we review the three methods that will be used to determine the crust-core transition density: the Thermodynamical method, the dynamical spinodal from the Vlasov equation and the RRPA formalism.
A. Thermodynamical method
For a system to be stable against small density fluctuations, the thermodynamical method requires that the conditions of mechanical and chemical stabilities should be satisfied, [32] [33] [34] i.e.,
Here P = P b + P e is the total pressure of the neutron, proton and electron system, with the contributions P b and P e from baryons and electrons, respectively. The v and q c are the volume and charge per baryon number. Theμ is the chemical potential defined asμ = µ n − µ p . Since the system under consideration is in β-equilibrium, which impliesμ = µ e , the electron pressure P e is a function ofμ. Eq. (8) becomes
Eqs. (9, 10) can be expressed in terms of the energy per nucleon E b (ρ, x p ) at a given density ρ and proton fraction
Eq. (11) is usually valid, thus, the crust-core transition density is determined by using the inequality of Eq. (12).
B. Vlasov method
In Refs. [35, 36] , the collective modes in cold nuclear matter were determined within the Vlasov equation, based on the Walecka model [27] , and later also used in Refs. [20, 37] . We have extended this formalism to include the mixing non-linear self-interactions of the mesons σ, ω and ρ in Ref. [38] .
The time evolution of the distribution functions, f i , is described by the Vlasov equation, which expresses the conservation of the number of particles in phase space, and is, therefore, covariant. At zero temperature, the state that minimizes the energy of asymmetric nuclear matter is characterized by the Fermi momenta P F i , i = p, n, P F e = P F p , and is described by the distribution function
and by the constant mesonic fields.
Collective modes in the present approach correspond to small oscillations around the equilibrium state. These small deviations are described by the linearized equations of motion and collective modes are given as solutions of those equations.
The linearized Vlasov equations for δf i ,
are equivalent to the following time-evolution equations:
where
which has only to be satisfied for p = P F i . We are interested in the longitudinal modes, with wave vector k and frequency ω, which are described by the ansatz
where j = p, n, e; ζ = ω, ρ, A represent the vectormeson fields, and θ is the angle between p and k. The wave vector of the excitation mode, k, is identified with the momentum transferred to the system through the process which gives rise to the excitation. Replacing the ansatz (16) in Eqs. (14) and (15), we get a set of equations for the fields and for the generating functions. The solutions of these equations form a complete set of eigenmodes that may be used to construct a general solution for an arbitrary longitudinal perturbation. They lead to the following matrix equation
, where s i = ω/ω 0i , and
are given in Ref. [38] .
At subsaturation densities, there are unstable modes identified by imaginary frequencies. For these modes we define the growth rate Γ = −iω. The region in (ρ p , ρ n ) space for a given wave vector k and temperature T , limited by the surface ω = 0, defines the dynamical spinodal surface. In the k = 0 MeV limit, we recover the thermodynamic spinodal, which is defined by the surface in the (ρ p , ρ n , T ) space for which the curvature matrix of the free energy density is zero, i.e., has a zero eigenvalue. This relation has been discussed in [39] .
C. RRPA method
The longitudinal dielectric function can be written as [40] 
The uniform ground state system becomes unstable to small-amplitude density fluctuations with momentum transfer q, when ε L ≤ 0. Note that in Eq. (18), q 0 is the time-component of the four-momentum transfer q µ = (q 0 , q ) and q = | q |. The transition density, ρ t , is the largest density for which the above condition has a solution. For matter that in general consists of protons, neutrons, electrons and muons, the longitudinal meson propagator is given by
where d
are present due to the mixing self-interaction nonlinear terms in RMF model, in addition to the standard γ, ω, σ and ρ propagators (d g , d v , d s and d ρ ) . These propagators are determined from the quadratic fluctuations around the static solutions which are generated by the second derivatives of energy density (∂ 2 ǫ/∂φ i ∂φ j ), where φ i and φ j are the involved meson fields. The explicit forms of the σ, ω, and ρ propagators are
and the meson mixing propagators take the following form
where the explicit form of H(q, q 0 = 0) can be written as
and the meson effective masses in Eq. (24) are defined as
while the polarization due to mesons mixing selfinteraction nonlinear terms in Eq. (7) (Mix Polarizations)
whereas the propagator of photon takes a standard form i.e.,
The longitudinal polarization matrix given in Eq. (18) 
The formulas for polarization elements in Π L are given in, e.g., Ref. [22] .
For the families of models under study in the present article, the Π 0 σω contribution is present, but for the F 2ρ family, the contribution from Π 0 σρ is zero, and for the F ρ family, the Π 0 ωρ contribution becomes zero. In the crustcore region, usually the muons have not yet appeared, so that Π µ 00 can be set to zero, and if we consider the case without electrons, then Π e 00 is also set to zero.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figure 1 , we plot the crust-core transition density, ρ t , as a function of the slope of the symmetry energy L [(a) and (c)], and the neutron skin thickness ∆r np [(b) and (d)] for the F ρ family (upper panel) and for the F 2ρ family (lower panel). The slope of the symmetry energy is defined as L = 3ρ 0 (∂E sym /∂ρ) ρ=ρ0 , see, e.g., [11] . The values of ρ t are calculated for the three different methods: RRPA, Vlasov, and Thermodynamical. We can see that the transition densities calculated from both the RRPA and Vlasov approaches agree quite well with each other for both families. These results are, therefore, compatible with previous studies executed within Skyrme interactions [41] or RMF models [42] , where RRPA calculations and semiclassical calculations were compared.
Comparing the behavior of both families, the F 2ρ family shows, overall, higher transition densities to uniform matter than the F ρ family. The correlation between ρ t and L (or ∆r np ) depends significantly on the kind of meson self-interaction mixing terms used in the RMF model. The ρ t evolution predicted by the F ρ family shows a linear correlation with L and the neutron thickness in the low L (or ∆r np ) region. This behavior differs from the one of the F 2ρ family, where the transition density always decreases with increasing L (or ∆r np ), and from previous works [8-11, 25, 26] .
The density dependence of the symmetry energy is achieved through the inclusion of a mixed term of the ρ-meson with the σ-meson for F ρ and the ω-meson for F 2ρ families. At subsaturation, the behavior of these two mesons, or, correspondingly, the scalar and the nucleonic densities, are quite different, in particular, the σ field, which is responsible for binding the matter, is stronger and increases much faster with density, for the values close to zero, and slower above ∼ 0.08 fm −3 . The families F ρ and F 2ρ were built by fitting the binding energy for the 208 Pb nucleus for different values of the neutron skin thickness. Due to the different behavior of the σ and ω mesons, the first one determining the behavior of the family F ρ , and the second one the behavior of the family F 2ρ , for a given neutron skin thickness, the slope L and the g ρ coupling for the parametrizations with the σ − ρ term (family F ρ ) is larger. For this same family, the transition density is lower and almost does not change below L = 80 MeV. As we will also see, the pressure behaves differently.
It is important to look into the bulk properties of finite nuclei obtained for each of the families. Table II contains the total energy, the charge radii, the neutron radii and the neutron skin thickness for three isospin asymmetric spherical nuclei 48 Ca, 132 Sn and 208 Pb, for selected parametrizations of the F ρ and F 2ρ family. The param- eter sets are so chosen that they predict similar neutron skin thicknesses in 208 Pb for both the families. The differences between the charge radii for these nuclei obtained for the two selected models within each family are equal or smaller than 0.015 fm for the family F ρ and 0.011 fm for the family F 2ρ . For similar values of ∆r np , the charge radii for the family F ρ are larger by ∼ 0.01fm than the ones obtained for the family F 2ρ . These differences can be levelled off by increasing the saturation density ∼ 0.001fm −3 in the case of F ρ family. However, such fine tuning may not explain the observed trend of the transition density that it stays almost unchanged below ∆r np = 0.22fm for the family F ρ . The values of charge radii for the F ρ and F 2ρ families are within the prediction of other RMF parametrizations that have been tuned to nuclear properties [43] [44] [45] and are employed for the study of correlations of ∆r np with various bulk properties of nuclear matter and the neutron stars [10, 40] .
In Fig. 2 , we plot for both families the symmetry energy and its derivatives with respect to the density as a function of the density at sub-saturation. It is clearly seen that the constraint imposed on the neutron skin leads to the crossing of the curves obtained with the different parametrizations of family F ρ for the symmetry energy and its slope, respectively, below 0.1fm −3 and below 0.04fm −3 , while for family F 2ρ these crossings occur above those densities. In particular, it is seen that K sym is changing much slower at low densities within family F 2ρ . These properties give rise to a different behavior of the spinodals, see Fig. 3 . While for the family F 2ρ , the spinodal regions are larger, the smaller the slope, L, a behavior discussed in [26] , the contrary occurs with family F ρ . The effect of L on the EoS of β-equilibrium matter is the same: the smaller L, the larger the proton fraction for a given density. These two effects add up for the family F 2ρ , and favor a larger transition density, while for the family F ρ , the two effects act in opposite directions, and, as a result, the transition density does not change much. Let us point out that the behavior of the scalar density is purely relativistic, and, therefore, Skyrme force behave all as the F 2ρ family, and not as the F ρ one. Most of the RMF models describe their isovector channel through the ρ meson alone, that brings a baryonic density dependence on the energy and pressure, similar to the one found with Skyrme interactions.
In Fig. 4 , we show the transition pressure, P t , as a function of the slope of the symmetry energy, L, (left panels), and as a function of the neutron skin thickness, ∆r np , (right panels), for both families considered in this study. In general, the predicted P t depends significantly, not only on the isovector, but also on the isoscalar mixing nonlinear terms used in the model. As discussed previously in [25, 26] , the behaviour of P t is not monotonic with L. For lower L values, the pressure increases with L, followed by a steep decrease, for the larger L values. For the family F ρ , the pressure increases steadily, almost linearly, until L = 85 MeV. This behaviour is similar to the one discussed in [46] .
In Ref. [15] , it has been proposed that even with entrainment, the crust is large enough to explain glitches, choosing a parametrization that predicts a large pressure at the crust-core transition. A density dependence of the symmetry energy similar to the one of the family For completeness, we plot in Fig. 5 the EoS (upper panel) for neutron star matter (lines) and pure neutron matter (dotted lines) at low densities and their corresponding binding energies (E/A) (lower panel), for a few F ρ and F 2ρ parameter sets. The grey region in the lower panel is the pure neutron matter result calculated from a chiral effective field theory (see Ref. [47] for details). The full and empty circles in the upper panel correspond to the P t calculated from RRPA with and without Coulomb contribution, respectively. It can be seen in the upper panel of Fig. 5 that the difference in P t appears more significantly for relative smaller L. The EoSs and the corresponding E/A for NS and pure neutron matter at low densities vary significantly, depending on the parameter sets used. In general, the binding energies for pure neutron matter calculated with F ρ and F 2ρ families, with L around 79.32 and 62.63 MeV, respectively, are quite compatible with the calculations from chiral effective field theory. However, the significant difference of P t predicted by F ρ and F 2ρ families around this range of L is due to the role of the meson mixed and self-interaction nonlinear terms in the EoS.
One consequence of the different behavior of both families could be that, contrary to the proposed in [15] , the crust might not be enough to describe glitches due to entrainment. For the two parametrizations compatible with the chiral effective theories, we have obtained 0.22 and 0.49 MeV/fm 3 for the transition pressure for F ρ (L = 79) and F 2ρ (L = 62), respectively. Considering for the moment of inertia of the crust, I cr , the expression given in [15, 48] , with I cr proportional to R 6 t P t /R, we get for a
indicating that the contribution of the crust moment of inertia may be smaller than the prediction of [15] . The radius at the crust-core transition was estimated taking the BPS EoS [49] for the outer crust, the FSU inner crust obtained in the framework of a Thomas-Fermi calculation [50] , and matching the homogeneous matter EoS to the inner crust EoS at the crust-core transition. We expect the inner crust of the FSU to be a good choice because this model has a slope L similar to the two models. We have obtained 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, the influence of the density dependence of the symmetry energy on properties such as the density and pressure at the crust-core transition was analysed within two families of RMF models. We have used three different methods to calculate the transition density: the thermodynamical spinodal, the dynamical spinodal, within the Vlasov formalism, and the RRPA. It was shown that the last two methods give similar results, confirming previous studies [41, 42] . The thermodynamical spinodal is also giving a good estimate of the transition density as already shown in [26] , and involves simpler calculations. The mixed terms involving the ρ-meson and the σ or the ω mesons allow the modification of the density dependence of the symmetry energy. The two families of the RMF models differ in mixed non-linear meson terms in the isovector part of the Lagrangian density. Both families of the RMF models have the same isoscalar properties, but the isovector channel is modified The grey region shown is the pure neutron matter result from Ref. [47] .
through a σρ 2 term in the F ρ family, and a ω 2 ρ 2 term in the F 2ρ family. The parameters that describe the isovector channel were appropriately adjusted, so that different neutron skin thicknesses were obtained for the 208 Pb nucleus. Since the σ-meson field is proportional to the scalar density and the ω-meson to the baryonic density, different behaviours of the crust-core transition properties were observed.
The scalar density is a relativistic quantity, and by performing an expansion of the RMF energy density in powers of the Fermi momentum, it has been shown in [19] that relativistic corrections coming from the Lorentz contraction factor in the scalar density have an effect equivalent to repulsive many-body forces. Due to the much faster increase of the scalar density at low densities, followed by a smoothing at larger, but still subsaturation densities, the same neutron skin thicknesses were obtained for the F ρ family, with larger values of the slope L. Also the crust-core transition was affected. The values of the pressure at the transition are lower, there is no clear decrease of the transition density with L, and the transition pressure increases with the slope, L, for L < 85 MeV. The family F 2ρ , on the other hand, behaves as discussed in previous works [11, 25, 26] , where both non-relativistic and relativistic models have been considered, giving rise to similar conclusions. The behavior of the family F 2ρ is defined by the baryonic density and, therefore, does not contain explicit relativistic effects. If the density dependence of the symmetry energy should be defined by the scalar density, we may expect smaller pressures at the crust core transition. In this case, the crust would probably not be enough to describe glitches if entrainment is taken into account.
